The development of vernier acuity in human infants.
Vernier acuity, i.e. the detection of a small misalignment between lines, is about one order of magnitude finer than the resolution of periodic gratings in adult humans. This hyperacuity is generally attributed to cortical mechanisms, and the time-course of its development seems to differ from the development of grating resolution that probably is limited by retinal factors. We investigated 271 human infants and children between 2 months and 8 yr of age with essentially identical stimuli and experimental procedures. Vernier thresholds for Vernier targets were compared to grating resolution. The preferential looking experiments led to the following results: (i) Vernier acuity starts below grating resolution. (ii) Like grating resolution, Vernier acuity develops gradually, but more rapidly and longer; at the age of 5 yr performance becomes comparable to that of adults. (iii) Flanking borders without offset, added to the Vernier targets at various distances, did not affect thresholds consistently across distances and age groups.